AI - HR LEADERS

FRIENDSHIP
Artificial Intelligence tools are influencing a shift in behaviors

at work: are they for better or for worse?

In the current Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and
Ambiguous (VUCA) times, companies are increasingly
required to adopt AI technologies such as HCM
chatbots.

Not by chance, employees’ and HR leaders’ relationship
with such tools are constantly shifting, but if properly
endorsed these digital assistants can develop an
efficient and fruitful work environment.

Year after year smart technologies, such
as chatbots, have been entering the
hearts of people of all ages, especially in
workplaces in need of rapid
digitalisation improvements. From a
mear fourth of staff members believing
in AI in 2018, the Oracle and Future
Workplace AI@ Work Global Study
2019 uncovered an exponential
increase to 65% of people being truly
optimistic to start working with
bot-colleagues. The most eminent
approval came from HR Leaders, mainly
enthusiastic about experiencing relief in
facing their new and troublesome
challenges brought by this uncertain
2021.


As stated by Greg Pryor, executive
director at Workday, in the last ten
years the interest of HR converged
towards the five business IDEAS
requisites: inclusion, digitalization,
enabling experience, agile
organization and skills imperative. 


The latter are improving hand in hand
with the advances in AI technologies,
although HR Leaders still struggle to
keep up with the pluralism of such
obligations. 


Beginning with inclusion, it’s hard
nowadays for managers not to fall into
the trap of biases, especially throughout
the hiring process. As a matter of fact,
64% of the reviewed employees in the
Oracle survey admitted to feeling more
comfortable and trusting towards a
robot than a manager. 


Digitalization comes indeed handy in
increasing workplace productivity,
although if not approached correctly
and with a step-by-step attitude, it
could have a reversed effect on a
company’s ROI. 



Moreover, after the Covid-19 pandemic,
HR Leaders have started to understand
the importance and the repercussions
that inaccurately used technologies and
methods have on employees’ work and
health; while in this last year
remote-working has felt for many as a
slam in the face by an unpierceable wall
that is the computer screen, now
managers must focus the majority of
their efforts in strategizing a feasible
solution to exploit the actual advances
of working from home.



Concerning experience, environments
where employees are engaged in
learning activities have been spotlighted
by the increases of business
competition: to reach grand success,
firms must have the best skillful
workforce of the whole market. T his
ultimately falls under the responsibility
of HR Leaders who are in charge of
empowering and bringing out the best
in every employee.



As aforementioned, a VUCA world
obligates a gazelle to run faster than the
fastest lion. T his is why creating agile
strategies is key for companies to

T he challenges that HR
Leaders face everyday
are truly essential for the
company’s success and

remain competitive, efficient and the
only way to actuate that is by adopting
multi-pronged approaches such as

yet they are
time-consuming and

re-onboarding and training present staff
members.



cramped up in a 9 to 5
job.

Lastly, it is only thanks to skills if the
previous four imperatives come to life.
HR managers must be capable of
looking into and through their
employees to individuate their talents.

HCM CHATBOTS: VIABLE SOLUTION


BotSupply believes in HCM Chatbots to
aid HR Managers in digesting some of
these challenges.

For starters, 36% of people believe that
automation in HR related repetitive
tasks, such as sourcing and reviewing
candidates’ CVs, will lead to an increase
in time off from work and acquisition of
new skills necessary to strategically
deal with roles of various natures. 


The vast majority of the people
surveyed in the Oracle study are certain
that chatbots and other AI tools are
better suited than their managers to
work on specific tasks: jobs that require
repetition and impartiality can be taken
care of in mucher quicker times and in
an unbiased manner. 

Furthermore, through the employment
of chatbots, HR Leaders can transmit an
intensified sense of belonging in the
company due to immediate, 24/7,
personalized feedback and answers to
frequently asked questions. 



Certainly, these opportunities not only
ease managers workweeks, they also
create higher employee engagement
and satisfaction.


HCM chatbots can mirror the excellent
customer experiences that BotSupply
achieved with the company “Tomorrow”
in employees’ satisfaction throughout
modern work environments: after
having come in contact with
“Tomorrow”’s customer support
chatbot, an extraordinarily 92% of
consumers found themselves being
more content of customer help than
ever before. 


HR Leaders can furthermore be laid off
in onboarding newly hired staff
members, personally asking for
employee’s feedback on regards to the
workplace and organization, save time
in looking into administrative queries, all
thanks to the ability of the digital
assistants to analyze, optimize and
repeat data.


BotSupply considers the abundance of
security in handling private information
the best benefit brought by HCM
chatbots; the Oracle and Future
Workplace study showed mixed
opinions on this topic: if on one side
21% of people believe that bots
manage confidential information better
than their boss, 36% is afraid of the
occurrence of leak of information.
Although, the latter is an assumption
often made by non-informed
employees.

Chatbots operate on highly protected

Modern companies are ready to employ

cloud based servers, thus making the

changes in their business models to

processing of personal data much safer

leave space for digitalization and their

than giving the responsibility of secrecy

workforce is all about that. BotSupply

to HR Leaders.



especially believes in the importance
that HCM chatbots hold in the
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alleviation of HR Leaders’ workload and
in the creation of more agile and

BotSupply’s HCM chatbots are suitable

efficient work environments.



to be integrated in a wide variety of
backend systems. T he digital assistants
make it possible for firms to acquire and
spread new data, but also to fetch

Chatbots are becoming
true colleagues with

available and existent knowledge from
the channels already in use. No matter if
on Oracle HCM SAP, Workday or any

which to share positive
experiences and people

other HR system, companies are able to
deliver personalized experiences with a
click.



T he chatbots currently offered are very
easy to set up and customize. From a
generic and pre-made template, it only
takes a few minutes to create the
perfect chatbot, no matter the size or
the interest of the company.



T he BotSupply Chatbot Management
System makes the initialization of a
digital assistant intuitive and accessible
to people with no previous experience
in programming - really, 0 lines of code. 

Plus these out-of-the-box chatbots are
true shapeshifting products: different
firms are able to look for different
services, requests and applications, and
still be satisfied. T hat is of course
because they can manage everything
on their own.



are here to welcome
them with open arms.
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ABOUT BOTSUPPLY


BotSupply is focused on helping Oracle
customers and partners to build
multilingual Oracle bots with no-code.


Based out of Copenhagen, Denmark,
BotSupply has an international network
of Oracle partners ready to help
enterprises to embrace the
Conversational AI revolution with
world-class digital assistants.


With customers in 15 different
countries and a team deeply specialised
on different areas of Artificial
Intelligence and Conversational Design,
BotSupply is at the forefront of the AI
and chatbots technological
advancement.


BotSupply is Oracle ISV of the Year
Denmark FY 2020.

